Below is this week’s fixes and improvements:

**Improvements**

[Performance] – Updated dashboard so that it loads data dependent on the VDB to allow users to use the page more swiftly.

[Performance] – Added new keys specifically for alchemer SSO configurations. Added support for alchemer-specific SSO service provider certificates, that won’t say "sgizmo.com" when inspected.

[Performance] – Updated the powerbi action to allow government domains.

**Fixes**

[Performance] – Resolution for a hyperlink within a survey containing a merge code, and should it have the HTML editor enabled, the merge code within the URL being returned truncated via the CKEditor.


[Performance] - Fixed bug related to default values in continuous sum questions.

[Performance] – Caching improvements and error logging for cascading drop down question.

As always, please don’t hesitate to reach out to our Support team with any questions or concerns regarding any of the above releases.